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_ big quest io n 1 have the ;Hun, on

ot energy I ha t von need am_ s'LIll Itict V for eoch
of your tomorrows? Is the question too big? Let's
break it into two parts, then, and you can
yourself: in. pry life, why might I need to use
more, or less, energy'? And , in my life why might I
s,vant to use more, or less energy?

It is the nurpose of this Energy stn. o help
von fitkl anw.vers not for all of the energy pro-
hlLiiu ; Lieieg he v. odd tot.:av, but for the two
questions you have just asked yourself. You can
lind out, as The days of the unit progress, just
where you ns an Arrieriean are in relation to what
you have secn and heard ;about the energy crisis.

The rd ti ,,,sroatts or fur /mg
(:i5I in time of illness, for example, can

mean that someone is between life and death. The
turning point could go either way. Some people
feel that our cncrgv problems are serious enough to
be lite and death matters. Whether this is true or
not remains to be seen. We do know as Americans
that we are at a turning point which we have called
the energy crisis.

Shortages of food or fuel have occurred
throughout human history on our planet. Short-
ages exist today, all over rhe world. However, as
American consu mers, we are not comforted by
thoughts that the energy crisis in our country is
sadly similar either to a past or a present crisis
elsewhere. We are encouraged, rather, by positive
actionas well as by positive thoughts that we can

Learning The Energy Language

iT

PE P'][-R\LJ,E,

solve the energy crisis. Therefore, we want to know
what our choices are in this time of crisis, so we
con make the correo decisions.

We have to know con change the con-
ic-ins that viist between our styles of daily life

a rid iu r growing demands for more energy. Will we
freely choose smaller cars and mass transit, build-
ing designs that economize heat and light, andif it
is costlyrecycling of all possible resources?

have to know if our environment will he
spoiled as we supply in m-e and nwre energy to our
population. Will we, or our descendants, have to
live with air and water pollution and with radio-
active wastes in order to satisfy the energy de-
mand?

We have to know if the United States can
continue to be the biggest energy consumer on the
international scene. Are we and developing nations
around the world going to be in real competition
to get and use the world's energy resources?

And, finally, we have to know if each energy
resource that we are now using can be more or less
helpful to us in the future. Which old and which
new resources can we safely develop, and how
much of a job can each one do for us?

Answers to small quest ions you can get as you
move into the story of energy today. But remern-
ber, the main character of the story is you. The big
question, of needs and wants, is for you to under-
stand and answer.

ERZ 1-31)
This th mg called energ-y is everything. And

yet, did an expression like "the world's total
supply of energy" ever cause you to wonder what
was meant? Rave you thought that "stored en-
ergy," often called "fossil fuel," is similar to the
food you eat? No? You wouldn't choose a dish of

2

coal for supper, though coal is known to be an
energy source. To you, coal is a fuel, not a food.

Foods And Fuels: How Are They Similar?

The foods you eat and the fossil fuelscoal,
oil, and natural gasall got started with energy
from the sun. The sun delivers daily, to each acre



ul iLT oilIntry, Iliotl 2()

a Idlocalo-ie is 1000 ItIFICS, We ci for of siren-
encro, every (1:C.!! dauy tnergv
becomes the plane; and pn that cal. :Ail-
hurls ol vears ago, :;olitr en need the rossil
luck diet are used ioday. Ii 5V9tIld take thie lour,
lot more fossil fuck te be produced.

Rec.111tie

)011 ir
:y
One ot

on this planet

ru I food and fuel in
called a -consumer," A consu ncr,
ergy-uscr. At last count, by the
three billion hilt-Ilan energy-users

eye, ii.ought mat Ham 5, int fls, I isi ,

and ether ehs on incr planet use only le.,,d?
The use of fuel as well as fotkl is something only
humans do. First, let 's consider how you use fot,d

Your body is warm, and you are able to move
it. Roth Of these Arq-riprIfITIC fit you, warmth and
activity, because of the food you consume. Heat is
given off as the food you eat combines in your
body with oxygen. The cells of your body act like
trillions of combustion engines. Energy inputin
the form of foodlets you think, laugh, play, and
even dream. All of your body's activides, whether
you are asleep or awake, add up to your energy
output.

Foods And Fuels: How Are They Different?
TO a human being, the difference between

food and fuel is how the energy is released, in what
form it is released, and what it is used for.

All matter is made of tiny particles called
atoms. Atoms may be bunched together into mole-
cules. The atoms in a molecule are held together by
chemical bonds. Chemical bonds can be thought of
as energy, chemical energy. Energy can be released
when chemical bonds are broken or rearranged.

Fuel Coal, natural gas, wood, and oil are
made of molecules which in turn are bunches of
atoms of hydrogen and carbon. The energy in coal,
gas, etc. is in the chemical bonds between these
atoms. Oxygen has the ability to break and rear-
range thtse bonds and to release the energy, but
oxygen needs a little push to get started. It needs a
little heat energy to break the first few chemical
bonds. When they break, they release more than
enough energy to cause the oxygen to break more
bonds which release more energy. As long as fuel
(coal, gas, etc.) and oxygen are added, the reaction

WO 0)111'111ln. I In!, called n Srotatron.
Oxid.ition changes chemical encegy mostly to heat
energy wirl, a little hitit erwrgy We use the heat
energy to keep Win], cook food, inov ihe pistons
in an automobile, nu ii k chiingekl ink) electric
energy for many other usete The light energy, for
the most part, is not used.

Fuel for your body is called food, and the
chieni energy is released in a different WilY, in a
dif:erent form, and for a different purpose.

Food Sugar, starch, and fat are made of
inol(enles which in turn are hunches of atoms of

bole and oxygen,. lite energy in these
Ids is in the chemical bends which hold the

a to 1:,s toget het. Oxygen is still needed to release
hk energy, but oxidation is too violent. It releases

the energy too fast for your body. Oxidation also
releases most of the energy in the wrong form.

lhe slow release of energy from food in your
cells is called respiration. In respiration, not only is
the chemical energy released slowly, but most of it
is turned right hack into chemical energy. The
energy in food is transferred into molecular jars
and stored for later. This iti why you need only eat
three times a day even though your body requires
energy all the time. Also, you don't need Oxygen
to get the use of the energy in the molecular jars.

Once in the jars, this energy is circulated
through your cells and used for growth, repair
work, and release of more ene .-g) from your food.

Not all of the energy from respiration goes
into storage. Some is released as heat energy which
is why your body temperer; ir is normally 98.6°F.

Energy Values

Fuel (coal)

Food
sugar & starch
fat

Calories Per Pound

)0,000-3,500,000

5,000
9,000

There appears to be a larE:c: difference be-
tween the amounts of energy in fuel and food, but
remember, calories are a measurement of heat
energy. Most of chemical energy ieleased from fuel
during oxidation comes off as heat energy, and
most of the chemical energy released from food
during respiration stays as chemical energy in the
molecular jars.
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standards wi by the Cleat Air Act of "i 970,
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City,

liftekit
t he arca

expanding.
Morc of the

sat bon power
during the

worst heat wits 1 \ye have had. '1"liele is hope

that the heal wave, now in its eighth day,

will soon let up. Ilowever,
citizens itt nit so

lope in 1 it bout ta insol. 'dated Power.

Promises to the business
district that

electricity
would he restoreil II midnight'

have not becn kept Sonic of the en

minciovnors
a lid small businessmen

have

clan ,.nr.tridi.,,i1 without electricity for five

industrial
[-inidtio toil has all hot stop-

ped, the: gasoline plows arc (ill, and talk

stows that the it layitc must
declare a stale if

C111(!rgclWy.

azpeenro,n.

Power Cutbacks Exphined

consolidated
POWCr toil light ri.port.

that power production
had hecit cut back as

much as 15 pereent even belore the heat

wavc, in answer to numerous
compknnts,

possar officials se,ln only to be saying,

"Sorry, but our hands arc tied!" Increases

demands for elcctric power
during this heat

wave, they say, caused a series of overlom

and Inarned-out switches.
Time is needed to

['wanr or replace the worn-out transmission

iquipment. I lowever, the officials
promise a

sperd!, Old to the blackout. They say that

pcnvet will be turned on in the business diss

trill at midnight
tonight, lint this news is

not much confon to the homes and small

busincsses
that will probably he without

power for another day,

ayor Makes Plans

The mayor's
office alum

council
plans to have liowe

the city's main
districts on a rotating sis-

hour schedule.
No one itrea will be without

deetneuv for more than twelve
hours, 'I he

mayor also asked that citizens limit their uw

of electricity
while they have power. 1.arge

conditioners
in shopping centers, dic-

ks. tsilla(ttt(t)

are
go ment buildings

must
A temporary

curfew a( dark will be

used, This will help police in areas without

power because burglar alarms and street

lights will not Inc working,

e 1 that the

lunist industry has b.s...en hit hard by

hlackont, Without
refrigeration, grtat

a molt tits 0 f food are spoiling.

Ciasolinc
statainS have

shut down, ex-

cept those which
had put tFi hand pumps

uring the last blackout in February Some

eople are using city hoses, but many people

are staying home from work. Schools are

dosed.
I lospitak, police

stations, water coin-

panics, radio
stations, and newspapers

have

hcc n running on their own emergency gen-

erators,
There have been great

losses in many

ndu st ries because assembly lines were

tilted. Union leaders and the companies`

fficials are involved in talks about loss of

A special mayor's
committee has been

up to Find ways to avoid such problems

in the future,
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How Much Power Do We Really Need?

We are the biggest energy consumers in the
world. lJntil now, energy has generally !wen cheap
and abundant for us. We have used it freely to
maintain a high standard of living. All of our plan-
ners have predicted that more and rnorc energy
would be consumed to support our wing econ
only .

Utir now things have changed. Fuel bills arc
rising. Gasoline supplies arc limited PiilJI ic

ask us to turn off our air conditioners to ivoid
blackouts and brownout s. Energy is no longer
cheap and no longer abundant.

How should we act in rhis new situation? Can
we find ways to expand our energy supplies and
meet our growing demands? Or should we try to
use less energy? Environmentalists warn us or the
increasing harm to our environment as more and
more energy is consumed. Should we change thc
way we live?

Conserve Energy And Cut Waste

Are you willing to do without
stereos, TVs, and air conditioners? Most people are
nor. These drastic measures can cut down our
energy demands, but there are other ways too. We
can conserve energy in ways that arc accep table to
us, and we can use energy more efficiently. Did
you know that the Federal Office of Emergency
Preparedness has estimated that up to 25 pCIVerit
of the energy we now use is wasted unnecessarily?
Other sources predict even greater savings if wise
energy use becomes everyone's practice.

How Is Energy Wasted?

Whenever we convert the energy stored in fuel
into a useful form, sonic of the energy is wasted.
For example, when wood or coal is burned in an
open fireplace, less than _2 0 percent of the energy is
radiated into the room. The rest escapes up the
chimney. A more efficient heating system is a

wt'hl-drsigtictl liotiic furnace. It can capture up to
75 percent I )1 the energy in the fuel and make it
available f r space heating, The energy efficiency
of various devices is givrn on the chart. Energy
efficiency is defined as the percentage of input
energy which is converted into a useful form.
Ahlumgh technology limits the efficiency of any
me device, we can rind many wayS to improve the

t,verall efficiency of our energy use.

Saving Energy In Industry

Improve the efficiency of electric-pow gen-
eration. The average fossil-fuel electric-power plant
is only 33 percent efficient. In other words, two-
thirds of the fuel energy we use to generate electric
power ends up as waste heat in the environment.
The most modern power plants are 40 percent
efficient. And scientists are working on new
methods of conversion which may raise this figure
to 50 percent, Meanwhde, modernization of Ilder
plants will mean significant enerni savings.

Make waste heat useful at tl energy"
plant. Some industrial and commercial plants arc
generating electric power on site. The resulting
waste heat is recovered as steam and it is used to
heat buildings, to power machinery, and to carry
on industrial processing. The overall efficiency of a
"total energy" plant may be from 75 to 85 per-
cent,

Recover, recycle, and reuse steel, alun
and paper products. The paper and metals indus-
tries are th largest industrial users of electric
power. And of all the metals, aluminum requires
the most electricity to produce. In throwing away
tons and tons of these products each day, we not
only waste valuable materials and pollute the envir-
onmentwe also waste energy. The National
Commission on Materials Policy estimates that 2
percent of our total energy demand could be saved
by recycling available steel, aluminum, and paper.
It takes less energy to produce these products from
scrap than it does to make them from taw mate-
rials.

5



Savinq E norjy In rai r tation

Dcsigi and use ears vith energy limey in
wind. The largest share of a lamily's energy bud-
get over half the dollars spent for energy
run the family ear. Car pools, smaller cars with
fewer electrical features, anil better car mainten-
ance will help to save loth energy and dollars,

Increase USC ut mass transit in urban areas.
Buses are hnir times iiiw c efficient than cars. And

miniver trains are even more efficient. Int:leased
use Of public transportation in urban areas will cut
tiowil on energy use. It will reduce air pollution
:Ind traffic problems n

Shift intcrcitv travel from air to ground trails-
ion. Air travel is last and convenient, but ir

also consumes the most energy per passenger mile.
Buses, trams, and even passenger cars arc a more
energy-efficient means of traveling from c
city.

Shift freight transport from highway to rail.
In recent years, the trucking industry has grown,
while the railroads have suffered great losses. Out
trucks use up to hur times more energy to haul
freight than railroads use. A trend back to rail
transport will save energy.

Saving Energy In The Home And In Offices

Improve the design of commercial buildings.
Many new office buildings use more energy than
they must for heating and cooling. Windows do not
open, so air conditioning is necessary even when
outside temperatures are pleasant. The entire build-
ing may have to be heated, cooled, and illuminated
in off-hours even though only one room in the
building may be in use, Many buildings are poorly
insulated and poorly located. They do not take
into account the effects of sun and wind on heat-
ing and cooling.

Improve insulation of homes vping air
leaks around doors and windows can decrease a
familys heating bill by 15 to 30 percent. Proper
insulation of walls and ceilings and the installation
of storm windows will also save large amounts of
energy otherwise wasted.

.ovide better maintenance of heating sys-
tems. Heating a home is the largest expense after
the family car Ii a fa Mily'ti
get. Better maintenance of heating systems c.an
reduce fuel bills hy I() percent,

P rchase efficient appliances and lighting fi

tun. s and use them wisely. l)o you leave the lights
on when you leave a room? is the air conditioner
in your home the most efficient model availahle?
I)n you know that tri instant-on television uses up
electric power even when it is turned off? Electric
power can he saved lw lowing efficient appliances
and using them only when necessary. Use the tel iv-
imv cards provided in this unit to investigate
appliances in your home.

Conservation Can't Do It All

Wise energy use can cut down energy demand
by 25 percent or more. But some of the measures
suggested will take time to carry out. In the mean-
time, we may continue to suffer energy shortages.

As we look to the future, we must also con-
sider the supply problem. Conservation measures
can slow the growth of energy demand but not
stop it. The basic pattern of increasing energy use
will continue if we choose to maintain our current
life-style and our growing economy. The remaining
sections of this booklet arc concerned with pro-
blems of energy supply, both present and future.
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What is ihe pi lure of t,rn upply in our

con try? 111C P.)73 Energy Vic gives ynu a quick
look into our recent- piisr. Whidi two energy
sources sup ied more than' 75 percent 01 I he total
energy we consumed in 1973? Which of these
SoUrces WAS imported in huge 'Alimonies from

reign countries? Which tiorlle.C!S ( )11 ihe rraph are a
ve. r small part or the tot,il 1-,y picture?

I1CN leV,T II Will find
information ;Ikon the lour (iIlre(s deo have
supplied lllist il our conniTy needs lor

Ion!, i Two Iypcs (It info n at ion are ed

l'or ems energy sou rt'c lihlitlull wl fact. thr
Tinto represent the typc ut talentents

joanhlicers and consumers are making todAy.
you read each "opinion," ask yourself: What point
of view is presented Whose vicw is it? Is it kricil
on enough ktet? Then reAd the facts and judge for
yourself, Since ev.:11 "lam " scerion is hricl, you
may svalit to do :tdditionaI research it lie library,
cao volt idrc from the (Adis I:11W lod:15.1'!,

sollrees might appear on ail Foergy
ihe (more?
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ki
mankind, Iitig ago, people n
them into fast4lowing strea
power Iron the turning wlwe
gram and purlip wafer ior irrtgi
States, iiianv of the first factories

ii V

ed,

.1141. !il'11,111

icr I. not nevi; to
de wheels and put

Ind rivers, lite
cd to rrind

-11 in the Inured
were locaio'

or near water. Water wheek powered growing in,
dustries here such as the I c Indust. IV

The technologv er power improved
with the k1 0VCIOrli1e11I a the inrInne Its curved
blades made it a more efficient energy-gathering
device than the water wheel, Turbines are now
used in many iriClitsirics to convert steam energy
into useful work,

In hydroelectric plants, the power i;f tailing
water drives turbines tor the productlon of electric
power. One of the first such plants in the United
States began operating at Niagara Falls, New York,
in I g96, Today, the water power trom Niagara
Falk is still a reliable producer of electricity, I low-

ii

C111-, rile Ullik'd 11.1111: LI al ssat er

lalls, Mom ol our ' :Inc insvci Louie- hum
limn-made dams smii ic the (4tand
dic Columbia Wivcr and the Hoover 1).,411) on the
Colorado River. Consttuction of these dAtils ;Hid
rcscrvoirS has A number of benefits.. hir oomph',
ihe network of dams in the Missoun H ver iLisiti

ovidcs for Hood control, irrigation, aud recrea-
tion as well as electric power

mike Itani

I
'S5(T S a . desira lc

energy suirruc. Fossil luels are ti seul up when ;hey
waste heat atild poisommc

gases as well as useful power. Water power ic not.
Falling water provides a I:optimums, elle:m source

And, Once the darn and qv.' power plain
built, hydroelectricity is relatively cheap to

}11( III uo...

Can more hydroelectricity Ite nuote ro run our
industries and light our homes roday, it furnishes
less that 5 percent ot the total energy used annu-
ally in the United States. If the res4)urecs wc do
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River, ve. demands .trc greit
resources t here have been developed un
pacify, 01 course, electric power can be rat

mnted ovcr a distance, But transtmssion
expensive and power losses increase 1.yah ritc
I herr fore, with present technology, power trans-
mission over ircat dirAnces I ntlt cc( tomical,

-ntal elIcits must alsr bc weighed,

It s necessary to flood thousands of acres to er .ct
a dam and reser, ir, V have learned, sometimes
too late, that this can ruige the ecological balance
of ui area for hundreds of miles up the river.

htnguig the flow of water by damming
hanges the chemical and mineral con

the water and the nearby soil. Thus, fom
can Ipe disrupted or destroyed. Also, earth tremors
can occur when large dams create new lakes which
arc too heavy for the layers of rock beneath them.

it up
th

ains

Should we develop water power resources to
meet from 8 to I t) percent of our total energy
&man o answer this question, we must know
about the costs. (he cost mi the consumer, which is
measured in dollars, is known. The cost to the en-
vironment. which cannot be measured in dollars, is
still largely unknown,
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An Opinion

Old King Coal is the answer to America 's energy hortage. 1od.2y at our pilot
plant in Green Hills, Oklahoma, vve are test ing rlroCesseS ttat we have developed, These
processes turn high -sulf ur coal into cleabuiroin g synt hetic gas.

Until now, some commercial plants did gasi ly mall amounts of coalat rather
high cost to the home and industrial user .1-10.wever w are npw read y to produce a
synthetic gas in large quantities. VVe think that ttis gas will be both plenrifu I and cheap.

About eight years from now, we project, cJur newly col-11ft cteelpl ants wIll be the
Midwest's major su ppliers of synt het ic gas.

Ccial The Facts

Ccual lost the energy race to natural gas and
pc-role-inn in our country abou t 2 5 years ago.
From r hat rime until just recently, natural gas and
pet:role:11m have been cheaper to ger and easier to
use. lr 1900, coal supplied 70 percent of the
United States' total energy demand. By th e early'
seventies, this I igure was down to 18 percent,

Ncirth America has the most valuable coa 1
fields i ri the world, both in quantity and quality .

Coal is one of the top natural resources of the
Uniited States. Formed by natural processes in the
earth, this fossil fuel is thc remains of plant life
that lived millions of years ago. CI the 3 trillion
tons oF coal in the United States, 390 billion t ons
can be ruined now. This would be enough to last a
fe hu -dred years at the current rate a Li Se !

Whiy has this valuable resource plaved a

smaller and smaller part in our c °until? 's energy
story? Cne reason is that foreign oil vas once
cheap a rd available to us. Also , nat ura 1-ga s supplies
wit Thin our country were cheap and a bunda
Therefore, improving the technolopd under-
go tind ruining and of processing coal never got the
at te_7ntio iilt deserved,
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J. P. Collier, Mower
F uel Fiesearch Div i$iori

idweit Coal Corporation

lt is a difficult joty to mine coal from deep
underground nines. It is a dirty and unhealthy job.
I n rite United St ates today there are almost fifty

housand coal in I tiers %Oho arc ill with black-lung
disease. The "CoA Nine I alth and Safety Act 's
.v1,7i design ed to prirsteer the workrrc .n the col I

Ilut the new standar ds caused hundreds of
runnes to c low down, and nuny small companies
%Acre forced out (It busin

lit the I chos, coal tor-wanks developed (he
c ce hnolog-y of strip runn ing. This method is
c- Ilea per , faster, and safer than tunic rground rnin
i rig. First, ,coal seams near the earth 's surface are
discovered. Then rhe overburden --vegetation, rock ,
a nd soil-covering the seam is removed by power
shivels and draglincs. Hoge machines like the
' 'Gen of Egypt" and "Vig MusIde" can scoop up
Laver 100 ctibic tractors 01 earth with a single bite !

'eat ing up the la uld as rhey go , these giant mon-
. rs de stroy Whole e nvinontnen t s to get at the ena

eneath.

Al hough Only 3 perCent of all oIl r coalsdre-itirC can obtaine d by strip mining, (ml I
ompan its are relying 0 n this met h itl more and

mare, I halF of all (he co al that was mined in the



119 5 stripmined, And p lans ale now in ',to-
rtes to strip-niine the rich supplies of low.sulfur
coal located iii the Western states OW undevel-
oped teehnology for andergrorund mining and our
concert, for the safety arid heal th of miners explain
this fact, Flow-ever, the pros and cons of strip min-

Mg have reached the halls of Congress. Many
people feel that strip mining causes permanent
damage ro the environment. This is believed even if
the coal producers, at their own expense, attempt

restore the land,

Ani-nher e Iwirot 5r mai i uc is air pollution,
Coal is a dirty f uel. uI1urdioxilc, one of the most
serious a ir pollutants, is produced in great amounts
when coAl is burned, The Clean Air Amendments
of i 97P caused a slurp decline in the use of coal
for eleetlie-power produ ction. (this is the biggest
use to which we put coal .) 1n many areas, the burn-
ing of r.nal was made illegal. Some or i lilies and
industries using coal have found it too expensive to
reduce tt he sulfur dioxkle coming from their
sotokestAieks. They have switched to the else of oil
u.c gas instead. In fa ct, for the fi rst tinne in almost a
hundred years. no coal is being burned in New
York City t o produce de vicity

Can coal get hack into the energy rac e?

Short Id i be al lowed to ? Some lc'oplt t oday are
willing to reduce air pollution st amlards iii favor or
olcing hish-sulfur coal, (Idlers are not ill i ng to

allow hard-won environmental victories to bc lost
again.

Alan y scientists today are trying to return coal
to the vciergy race. They arc able to change coal
info clean-burning liquid and gaseous fuels. These,
they intact, will one day replace petroleum and
a tura! gas. Two government agencies, the Bureau
f Mines and the Office of Coal Research, are now

wcrki ng with industry to produce man-made gas
and 0il from coal. In one experiment, coal is being
gasified underground at the coalbed itself. If suc-
ce ssf ul, products like INGAS, Ill-GAS, and
WWI-II/01E may become part of our economy.
The rmulk k. nobody is quite sure how long it
will rake and how much money will bc needed to
ruLikc these products. Some planner,: say that with

19 billion investment, man-made gas from coal
wi II sopp I y 10 percent of our demands for gi
fuels i n the 1 980s.



An Opinion

EITME ang
We had you, the consumer, in mind when:

We spent $180 million for the successful explorations in Appalachia that led to
our discovery of new gas reserves. Ale at Consolidated Gas are happy to report our
recent discovery, since it helps us to supply your needs for the clean, efficient fuel
natural gas.

We estimate that this latest discovery, a big one, could be enough to fuel the
entire United States with natural gas for almost two years!

T he future of natural gas will be bright indeed as we tap the limitless supplies
beneath the ocean floors and mountain slopes. But you, the consumer, must be willing
to share with us the increased costs of production. Only then can we continue to serve
you r needs.

Hubert A. Merland
Public Relations Division
Middle State Consolidated Gas

Natural Gas The Facts

The fuel called natural gas is a fossil fuel com-
posed chiefly of methane gas. Like petroleum,
natural gas was formed from rpatine organisms that
lived billions of years ago. It is often found with oil
deposits. It was either trapped on top of them or
dissolved in the oil itself. However, gas reserves also
exist far froni oil fields.

Use of natural gas began in the 1930s when
iniques were developed to pump, store, and

transport this fuel_ Pipelines were made to carry
huge volumes of natural gas to distant users Huge
amounts arc needed because 100 cubic feet of gas
must be burned to get the same energy that 1 gal-
lon of gasoline gives. Today, the nation is covered
by a network of gas pipelines almost a million
miles long! These pipelines start at the gas wells.
Most of these wells arc located in Texas, Okla-
homa, California, Louisiana, and West Virginia.

The United States is, by far, the largest pro-
ducer and user of natural gas in the world. Does
your family cook with natural gas )ver half the
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families in our country do. In fact, about 25 per-
cent of our natural gas is used in the home for
heating and cooking. Forty percent is used to make
electric power. Natural gas is also a source of petro-
chemicals. These are used for the manufacture of
products such as drugs, detergents, fertilizers,
paints, plastics, synthetic rubber, and synthetic
fibers.

Gas is the simplest of all fuels to burn_ A gas
furnace usually needs less care and upkeep than a
furnace which burns coal or oil. It is also the clean-
est-burning fossil fuel. Natural gas produces far less
air pollution than coal, gasoline, or oil.

The demand for and the use of this energy
resource is skyrocketing. In the United States, for
example, in 1947 natural gas supplied 14 percent
of our total energy needs. In 1973, 33 percent or
one-third of our total energy came from natural
gas.

A big reason for the increase in the use of
natural gas is its lou cost. In 1954-, the United
States government put a ceilingmeaning a price

1 5



limiton the cost of natural gas to the consumer.
From 1954 until recently, attempts to find more
natural-gas reserves became fewer. Can you guess
why? The gas companies said that new reserves had
become more difficult and more expensive to find.
Therefore, exploring and drilling for new gas re-
serves could cost a producer more than he might
get back from the sale of the gas. With the price
ceiling fixed, known reserves were used up faster
than new supplies were discovered.

In 1973, known underground gas reserves
totaled 291 trillion cubic feet. The American con-
sumer used 22 trillion cubic feet. Therefore, we
know that we will run out of natural gas. The only
question is when?

In late 1973, tbe gas companies e timated
that their known reserves would last no more than
five years. In sorne states today, new customers for

natural gas are being turned away by utility com-
panies. We know that the demand for natural gas is
increasing. The supplywhether known or as yet
undiscoveredis decreasing. However, some scien-
tists estimate that the amount of undiscovered
natural gas in our country could nirn out to be
enough to power our homes and industries until a
little after the year 2000!

Our future reliance on natural gas depends on
how we answer these questions now: What is the
true extent of our natural-gas reserves? How fast
can we risk using them up? What price should the
sers of the gas reserves have to pay? Should we

continue using this valuable fuel for electric-power
generation when other more abundant fuels will
serve as well? Or should we save it for use in homes
and in the chemical industry? (See the articles on
coal and wastes for information on man-made gas
fuels.)

1 6
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An Opinion

DOL

Do the oil cornpan ies own the United States?

The oil compan ies have hauled off huge profits by oil depletion allowances and
tax exemption:. They have influenced the price of competitive fuels.

The oil compa nit.. have hidden basic information on oil reserves and supplies.

The oil companies have fought proposals to develop mass transit systems, despite
the fact that mass transit would help to conserve gasoline.

In 1971, when Un ited States oil production stopped rising, did the oil companies
help to prepare us for using less and less oil? No! It is the opinion of this writer that we
were due for an oil crisis with or without Mideast oil. And what are the oil companies
doing today? Buying up stocks and shares and controlling interests in every imaginable
alternate fuel! I repeat Do the oil companies ovvn the United States?

They do.

Oil The Fa cts

Did you know that you can run a car and hcat
a borne today because life forms existed billions of
years ago? You can walk on leatherlike shoe soles,
put a record on a record player, p ick up a pencil
and doodle, arid listen to the music all because life
forms existed so very long ago. Gasoline, oil, cloth-
ing mitcrials, records, and pencil lead (graphite) all
have the same ancient history behind them!

Billions of years ago, the land surface of our
planet was covered by shallow seas. Even then, the
one-celled creatures we call plankton lived in these
waters. Their remains settled to the bottom of the
ancient seas and were covered by other sediment.
The material underwent changes and, over millions
of years, collected as petroleum in scattered sub-
surface po ols. Petro le um, a highly prized
substance, is also called crude oil. It is piped up to
the earth's surface and stored in huge tanks or
piped to refineries. When crude oil is refined or
processed, it becomes many things as the chart
shows you. Notice how much oil we refine into
ga soline for our transportation purposes. So much
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Leander Hero
Editorial Staff of the Sunday Star,
Hometown's Record of the N ews

petroleuni is used in the United States today that it
amounts to almost half of all the energy that we
use.

Products
Percent
of Oil Uses

Gasoline 47 3 I'Vlotor fuel, solvents.

Kerosene 4.7 Range fuel, Illuminant,
motor fuel.

Gas oil, distil late 14.5 Domestic fuel, Diesel
fuel

Other fuel oils 25.3 Heavy fuels,.Diesel
fuel , gas oils.

Still gas 6.0 Refinery fuel.
Lubricants 2.4 Heavy and light oils

and greases.

Asphalt 2.3 Paying, roofing, paint ,

chemicals.

Coke 0.6 Fuel, graphite carbon
products_

Road oil 0.2 Roads.

Wax 0.2 Candles, sealing, water-
proofing.

Losses 0.5



In the year 1971, the total United States con-
sumption of petroleum was 5.5 billion barrels.
From one-fourth to one-third of our oil lias come
to us in recent years from foreign countries, chiefly
from Venezuela and the Middle East. Venezuelan
oil is abundant. But it is also so high in sulfur that
our present air pollution laws require costly pro-
cessing of this oil. Until- recently, most of our
mported oil came from the Middle East.

There are two reasons why we are using more
oil each year. First, government ta:x policies en-
couraged the oil companies to sell oil from our
own country and from foreign countries at low
cost to the consumer. With profits kept high by tax
benefits, oil companies were able to develop effi-
cient ways of producing, transporting, and market-
ing oil and oil products from all over the world.
Second, as consumers, we grew to depend on oil
and its many products, expecting the supply to last
forever.

Now we know that oil supplies cannot keep
up with our increasing demands. The availability of
foreign supplies is uncertain. (See the article on the
oil crisis.) Proven oil reserves in our own country
amount to 37 billion barrels. This is enough to last
us only seven years. (Proven reserves are those that
can be produced and marketed undo- current eco-
nomic and operating conditions Posale reserves
are at least ten times greater.) Effewrs are being
made to tap new supplies in Alaska and to explore
for oil off the Eastern coast of the United States.
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Perhaps 200 billion barrels of oil could be obtained
from deposits beneath the ocean floor. Rut objec-
tions to offshore drilling have been raised by en-
vironmentalists. They believe that the risk of per-
manent damage to marine life from oil spills far

outweighs the short-te
ploration.

of o fshore

We may choose to depend on the world's
total oil reserves, rather than rely on domestic
reserves alone. 13ut even the world's total supplies
will begin to drop off near the year 2000 if oil use
continues to grow at the expected rate.

A new source of domestic oil, previously
neglected for economic reasons, is now getting con-
siderable attention. This new source is oil shale. Oil
shale is a sedimentary rock found in layers beneath
the earth's surface. From 25 to 30 gallons of low-
sulfur oil can be obtained from a ton of oil shale.

To recover oil from this rock source, the rock
must be crushed and cooked at such high tempera-
ture that the oil is released as a vapor. The vapor is
then condensed into oil.

Proposals have been made to produce oil from
oil shale IN-SITU (which means IN THE SAME
PLACE). With this method, explosives create a
cavity in the underground deposits of oil shale.
Natural gas is then pumped into the cavity and
fired. This process heats up the surrounding rock
and causes the oil to tlow out of the rock into the
cavity. Finally, the oil is pumped to the surface.

While mining IN-SITU is favored by environ-
mentalists, many developers plan to use conven-
tional striprnining techniques. This will mean the
destruction of large land areas in Colorado, Utah,
and Wyoming, where most of our oil shale is
located. In addition, processing oil shale above
ground will create a huge disposal problem. The
waste rock will be larger in volume by 12 percent
than the original oil shale.

we choose to develop oil-shale technology,
it could add 600 billion barrels of oil to domestic
oil supplies. But first we must decide what the
future role of oil is going to be in our society.

1 8
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Da eline: 1973 1974

Oil production is the biggest industry in the
world today. The United States is the biggest con-
sumer of oil in the world. We have 5 percent of the
world's known oil reserves. And we are pro-
ducingfrorn our own landabout 12 million
barrels of crude oil daily_ However, we are using
almost 17 million barrels each day.

The Oil Scene: 1 973 1974

1. Petroleum provides half of all the energy con-
sumed in the United States.

2. Crude oil is needed to keep the present United
States economy going.

3. Almost all transportation in the United States is
based on oil. And, recent studies show that
energy use for transportation purposes is grow-
ing in the United States twice as fast as the rate
of population growth!

4. One-third of the United States petroleum
supply comes from foreign countries, especially
from the Arab states of the Middle East.

5. In early 1973, oil shortages are felt in some
areas f the country. Domestic oil production is
slowing down.

6. Demands for oil are increasing. Planners predict
that by 1980 1985, the United States will have
to import 60 percent of its oil from foreign
countries.

7. In late 1973, the United States is faced with a
sudden loss of oil supplies from the Middle
East.

8. Provenas well as possibleoil supplies on
United States lands cannot last forever, perhaps
nor past the year 2000.

The Role Of The Oil Companies

The largest American oil companies have
international power. They controlled both the pro-
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duction and the refining of foreign oil. Govern-
ment tax benefits made overseas oil investments
very profitable for American oilmen. Domestic oil
production and refining slowed down from 1970
to 1973. The oilmen complained that their plans to
build new refineries weie stopped by environ-
mental restrictions. Other people said that supplies
and shortages of oil were planned by American
oilmen to increase profits.

How Did The Oil Crisis Happen?

After the Arab-Israeli War of 1973, the Arab
states stopped sales of crude oil to all "imperialist"
countries. The United States was one of the coun-
tries named. The boycott, beginning on December
23, 1973, is the second attempt by Arab states to
push their economy forward. They want greater
control of oil production in their own countries
and greater profits too_ The first boycottduring
the "Six-Day War" of 1967was brief, but the
price of Mideast oil began to rise. A price of $1.80
per barrel in 1970 became $8.00 or $9.00 per
barrel in late 1973. The oil companies made huge
profits in 1973 as oil prices rose higher and higher.
United States citizens suffered great shortages of
gasoline and fuel oil. Early in 1974, the Arab boy-
cott was lifted. Oil supplies increased, but prices
remained high, and supplies still fell short of de-
mands.

Arab economy needs as many
-imperialist- dollars as it can
get!

How heavily should the U. S.
lean now and in the future ore
Mideast oil supplies and
what price are those supplies
worthwhile?



Dateline: The Future

Should we try to keep up the oil scene?
Should we remain dependent on foreign supplies?
Or should we try to power our economy in other
ways? These questions face the United States now.
They demand clear thinking and careful planning
both for the present and for the future. Much of
the planning will revolve around the important
questions listed below. Are there other questions
that you think might face the energy planners for
the future? Do you have some ideas on how the
questions should be answered?

1. How long would a changeover from oil to
another fossil fuel or to a synthetic fuel take?
How long can we afford to wait for change-
overs, and do we want to wait?

2 How much foreign oil will be available to the
United States in the future? Developing nations
around the world want to buy a greater and
greater share of the world 's oil that is for sale.

3. Should United States industry develop oil-shale
technology? In our country, the costs run high
for adventure into alternate fuels. The "re-
turns" for each adventure still mostly
un known.

4. Sup pose foreign oil, once ,L,n, becomes
cheaper than fuels we produce in our own coun-
try. Would we then choose the cheaper oil and
forget about the'danger of being dependent on
other countries?

Canada
Europe

United States

Venezuela

WORLD OIL RESERVES

16%

Africa

rnunist Countries

15%
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United States EnergyA Prediction

You will want to check out the information
that is shown on the graph above. It will help you
to answer the questions below:

When is the use of natural gas cstiThated to be at
a peak in our country?

2. Is the use of coal expected to
much, some, or a little by 1985?

increase very

3. Is the use of oil likely to increase by 1985 as
much as the graph shows? (To answer this goes-

n, you might want to review both the oil and
the oil crisis articles in this booklet.) What are

21

the medianewspapers and TV news repor
now saying about oil?

4. Which source
by 1985?

peered to increase the least

5. How much energy is uranium (nuclear power)
expected to supply by 1985? is this a large in-
crease over present levels?

6. What are your own reactions to the predictions
shown on the graph? Does the future of our
"total domestic supply," for example, check
out with what you know about our present
sources or not?



A Statement For Nuclear Power

Why do we need nuclear energy? Our electricity demands are doubling every ten
years. Our reserves of fossil fuels are being used up. They cannot supply our electric
demands forever. We need another source of energythe nuclear source. Nuclear power
is available. It is the quickest solution to our energy problems today.

Nuclear power is clean. A nuclear power plant does not pollute the air with soot,
smoke, or fumes. And it is safe. A nuclear plant is built only after long investigations
into health and safety matters have been made. Then a license to build is granted, and
the construction is supervised. Also, all radioactive wastes produced by a nuclear plant
are carefully disposed of according to rules set down by the Atomic Energy Commis-
sion. In short, a nuclear power plant is a good neighborclean, quiet, and helpful.

A Statement Against Nuclear Povve

Do you know the danger in store for you if you accept the soft-sell on nuclear
power without getting all the facts? Suppose you were told that millions of families
could now have all the cheap electricity they want through nuclear fissionand that
only one ounce of radioactive vvaste will be produced each year for each family that is
served. Think it over. Do you know vvhat the real costs are?

Nuclear wastes are deadly. They are highly radioactive, and radioactivity is known
to cause birth defects, heart disease, cancer, and even death. Today, each nuclear
fission plant presents two constant threats to our environment. One is the release of
radioactivity through accidents at the plant. The second is the release of radioactivity
from the wastes which the plant produces.

We have already had too much of both of these threats. An airplane crashed
recently one-half mile from a Colorado nuclear plant. Who is to say that it could not
have crashed even closer? Freak accidents are always possible both from inside and
outside the power plant. Also, the methods we are using to get rid of the wastes of
nuclear fission are not foolproof. We have buried the wastes in double-walled steel and
concrete tanks. But leakage -from these tanks has occurred and has threatened the
ground water supplies of nearby areas.

Think again about the costs. How many millions of pounds of radioactive wastes
which remain highly radioactive for hundreds or thousands of yearsdo we really
want ourselves and our descendants to live with on this planet?

What Is Nuclear Power Today?

Nuclear power today provides about 5 per-
cent of our nation's electricity. This amounts, as
you saw on the Energy Pie previously, to less than
1 percent of our total energy consumption. It is

thought by many that the use of nuclear power
will grow. In fact, it is estimated that nuclear

power might be increased to supply 23 percent of
our nation's electricity demands by 1980. Whether
the estimate will come true or not remains to be
seen. Today, the future of nuclear power in our
country is a matter of great controversy. The pic-
ture is always changing, based on consumers'
needs, available technology, and concerns both for
the economy and for the environment.
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Fission

Nuclear power plants produce energy in a
reactor by a process of splitting large atoms into
smaller atoms, This process is called fission. A
small particle of mattera neutronhits the nucle-
us of a uranium atom and combines with it. Then
the whole thing breaks into two large fission frag-
rnents releasing a large amount of energy. Two or
three free neutrons are also released. The free neu-
trons strike other uranium atoms, causing more
fission and releasing more neutrons to split more
atoms. This series of events is called a chain reac-
tion. The large fission fragments produced in the
chain reaction heat up the reactor core as they
collide with other atoms. Thus, the energy released
in fission is converted into heat energy.

Chain Ruction

The heat produced by fission is used to pro-
duce electricity in nuclear power plants. The heat
is used, as it is in a fossil-fuel power plant, to
change water into steam. The steam spins a tur-
bine. The turbine then runs a generator which
produces electricity. The main difference between
a nuclear power plant and a fossil-fuel power plant
is the method used to produce heat. In a fossil-fuel
power plant, the heat is produced in a boiler by
burning coal, oil, or gas. In a nuclear power plant,
heat is produced in a reactor by a controlled chain
reaction of uranium atoms. There is another differ-
ence between fossil-fuel and nuclear power plants.
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e amount of fuel needed to produce the heat
that eventually runs the turbine, One ounce of the
uranium fuel that is used in the fission process can
produce as much power as 100 tons of coal.

The Boiling-Water Nuclear R cto

The type of reactor most commonly used in
the United States today is the boiling-water nuclear
reactor.

1. Reactor Core: Small pellets of uranium fuel
are sealed in metal tubes. These tubes are com-
bined into bundles and held in place by a grid.

2. Contirol Rods: When fission is occurring too
frequently, a few control rods are inserted into
the reactor core. The rods slow down the chain
reaction as they absorb free neutrons which
might otherwise cause fission. When all the rods
are fully inserted between the fuel reactions,
the chain reaction stops. As the rods are grad-
ually withdrawn, the power level of the reactor
increases.

3. Moderator and Heat Transfer Agent: The water
flowing through the core of the reactor does
two things. First, it slows the speed of the free
neutrons. The slower moving neutrons have a
greater chance of causing fission. Second, the
water carries heat energy away from the reactor
core as it boils and forms steam. The steam is
used to generate electric power.

4. Reactor Vessel: Since the reactor produces
steam at high temperatures and pressures, a
strong housing is needed. The housing also acts
as a radiation shield. Harmful radiation from
radioactive wastes produced in the reactor is
stopped by the reactor walls.

Our Nuclear Past

In 1942, during World War II, our government
began research on the military uses of nuclear pow-
er. Three years later, the Americo public heard of
the atomic test bomb that exploded in New
Mexico with the force of 17,000 tons of TNT. The
test bomb was followed a month later by the
bombing of Hiroshima and of Nagasaki in Japan.
The loss of human life-92,000 in Hiroshima and



40,000 in Nagasakishocked the world. Nuclear
explosions had ended World War II. But the des-
auctive power of nuclear enelgy became a con-
stant threat to all people around the globe.

The Atomic Energy Act

The Atomic Energy Act of 1946 created the
Atomic Energy Commission (AEC). This govern-
ment agency still directs the development, use, and

control of nuclear energy for defense and for
peaceful applications. In 1954, the Act was chang-
ed so that industry could work with the AEC to
develop more uses of nuclear energy.

A second change in the Atomic Energy Act
came in 1964 when industry was permitted to buY
and own nuclear fuel, rather than just lease it from
the government.

THE BOILINGWATER NUCLEAR REACTOR

Cool ing Water

The Promise Of Nuclear Electric Power

The biggest peacetime uc of nuclear energy
has been for electricity. The electric utility com-
panies were quick to act in 1954 when the govern-
ment opened up nuclear technology to industry.
Together, the Atomic Energy Commission and the
utilities made nuclear electric power into a multi-
billion-dollar industry.

Nuclear power plants seemed to have many
advantages over fossil-fueled plants. For the con-
sumer, the price of nuclear electric power was as
low as power produced by other means. And the
nuclear power industry promised even lower rates
in the future.

Nuclear power stations were quiet and attr

tive. They also appeared to be clean, producing no
visible air pollution.

The producer found the cost of uranium fuel
lower than other fuels. (For ten years, the govern-
ment absorbed some of the cost of producing
uranium fuel.) Shipping and storing nuclear fuel
was also easier and cheaper since only small quan-
tities of fuel were needed. For example, a million-
kilowatt nuclear plant needed only 35 tons of
uranium fuel per year. A coal-fired plant of equal
power used 2 million tons of fuel per year! A
nuclear plant was refueled only once a year. A
fossil-fuel plant needed continuous refueling.

Nuclear power appeared to be a clean, cheap,
fficient way of meeting the public's demands for

more and more electric power. It was also a way of
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saving valuable fossil fuels for other purposes.

In 1956, England was the first country to pro-
vide homes and businesses with electricity from a
nuclear power plant. America soon followed and
soon outran England in sheer output of nuclear
energy. Here, the first big nuclear station began
operation in 1957, in Shippingport, Pennsylvania.
This plant still provides electricity to the Pitts-
burgh area, Both power plant -firsts- were con-
structed near plentiful supplies of water. Later,
you will find out why.

By late 1967, eleven nuclear power plants
with generating systems larger than 10,000 kilo-
watts were operating in the United States.

In late 1973, there were thirty-seven nuclear
pow r plants operating in the United States. I low-
ever, due to safety problems, twelve were shut
down for repairs and only five were operating at
full capacity. An additional fifty-seven nuclear
plants were in the construction stages in late 1973.
If these are completedand the eighty-nine more
that have been plannedthen, according to the
Atomic Energy Commission, the nation's electri-
city future will he much brighter.

Nuclear Or NotWhere Do You Stand?

By the year-2000, the nuclear industry hopes
to supply over half our nation's electric power. The
government supports further development of fis-
sion power. But environmentalists and concerned
citizens oppose present plans for nuclear expan-
sion. They arc worried about matters of health and
safety. They feel that many questions must be
answered and many problems solved before we
invest our future in nuclear fission. The problem
areas arc described in the following sections. After
reading them, reread the earlier statements for and
against nuclear power. Then decide for yourself
where you stand on the is -ue -nuclear or not."

Thermal Pollution

Nuclear power stations need large amounts of
water for cooling. When this hot waste water is put
into nearby waterways, it changes the environment
in and around the waterway. Changing and des-
troying the natural balance of life in a waterway is
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called thermal pollution. The first noclear stations
caused a great deal of thermal polhition. Later,
cooling towers were constructed to Ofrot the YrrclT
water before returning it to waterways. However,
this method is quite expensive.

Radiation And Human Life

The fission products or wastes produced in
the reactor of a nuclear power plant are highly
radioactive. This means they emit large doses of
radiation (energy in the form of particles and
waves). This radiation cannot be detected by the
senses, but is extremely harmful to humus life.

The cell is the basic unit of life, When radia-
tion is absorbed, it can produce abrictrmal changes
in human cells and can even kill them, Our bodies
continually grow new cells to replace dead ones,
But large doses of radiation can cause permanent
damage by killing more cells than ntAlr 1)odies can
immediately replace. The abnormal changes in cells
produced by radiation may one day lead to cancer
or leukemia (blood cancer),

The unit used to measure the biological effect
of radiation on man is the millirem, In many areas
of the United States, natural radiation from the
sun is 129 millircms. Medical and dental X rays
could add another 50 millircms, The AEC and the
nuclear power utilities claim that modern technol-
gy has reduced the radiation danger from nuclear

plants to less than 1 millirem per year, They often
describe you, the consumer, spending the rest of
your life living near a nuclear plant and getting less
total radiation from the plant than from one chest
X ray.

However, many scientists estimate that natu-
radiation probably causes from cent

of human health problems, such as birth defects
and premature death. Many citizens don't want to
add even more radiation to the envitonment from
possible accidents at a nuclear plant or from poor
disposal of the radioactive nuclear swstes that a
nuclear plant produces.

Radiation increases the risk of futu
or leukemia fifty times more when it affects an
unborn child than an adult. Tlw period between
radiation exposure and leukemia takes fotir or five
years. Other cancers may occur as long 'As twemy



years after exposure. Ilas this length of time made
us less aware of the real threat that radiation is ro
hutm-in tifr

Radioactive Wastes

Great care is taken to see that radioactive
wastes in a nuclear power plant do not escape into
the environment. But small amounts do appear in
the gaseous and liquid wastes leaving the plant.

Once the fuel in a reactor is spent or used up,
the fuel rods are removed and shipped in shielded
containers to a reprocessing plant. There, valuable
uranium and plutonium are removed. Then the
radioactive fission products are stored in solution
in double-walled tanks. After five years, the solu-
tion is evaporated and the solid fission products are
scaled in steel containers. I :Lilly these containers
must be safely stored for a thousand years or more
until the radioactivity goes down to a safe level. A
plan to bury these wastes in salt mines is now being
tested. Another plan is to shoot the wastes into the
sun on rockets. No disposal plan yet invented is
foolproof against possible accident. Leakage from
the tanks of liquid radioactive wastes has already
occurred in a number of places.

Danger Of Accidents

A serious accident or explosion at a nuclear
power plant would be a catastrophic event. The
quantity of radioactive wastes in a reactor is many
times greater than the radioactive fallout released
by the bombs dropped at Nagasaki and Hiroshima.
Since most nuclear power plants are located in
populated areas, a serious accident could result in
thousands of deaths due to radiation exposure,

Flie chanec, of a serious accident is very slim
indeed. But the chance remains. Many people feel
that the safety systems need additional testing and
that construction of new plants needs stricter
supervision to insure the public against possible
disasters.

The Problems Of Uranium

Uranium, the ma erial which fuels a nuclear
reactor, might seem to he an ideal fuel. Small
amounts produce huge amounts of power. And,
since only small amounts of uranium are needed,

storage and transportation are fairly easy.

But the use of uranium fuel does present
some problems:

1. Only 1 percent of the uranium found in nature
is useful as a fuel in our present nuclear fission
reactors. This small part, called uranium 235,
undergoes fission when struck by neutrons. The
remaining 99 percent of natural uranium, called
uranium 238, is not fissionable.

2. Huge amounts of electric power are needed to
produce uranium fuel from natural uranium.
The fuel contains a larger percentage of the fis-
sionable material, uranium 235. It is produced
from natural uranium by a process known as
uranium enrichment. In 1973, 3 percent of our
total electric power use went to uranium enrich-
ment.

3. We are rapidly using up our reserves of uranium.
In less than 30 years, low-cost uranium will be
in very short supply.

FastBreeder Reactors: The Future Of Fission

A new type of reactor is now being developed
which could make our uranium reserves last for
thousands of years. The reactor, called the fast
breeder, produces its own fuel by changing ura-
nium 238 into plutonium. Plutonium is a fission-
able material which can fuel the fast breeder once
it is produced. In this way, 100 percent of natural
uranium would be used as a fuel instead of only 1
percent.

The breeder reactor is still experimental, but
it might be available between 1985 and 1990,
However, critics of the fast breeder are worried
about accidents. They point out that the first one
that was built had to he shut down, It "self-de-
structed" due to intense hear. The breeder operates
at a higher temperature than the present-day
reactors operate. Therefore, the threat of explosion
is greater. The production of plutonium in large
quantities presents another danger. Plutonium is
perhaps the most dangerous of all radioactive mate-
rials. And it remains highly radioactive for thou-
sands of years.
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tie Promise Of I- iiam

Many wicittist,, I that we Ouplicate
use the sun's way of generating 11Cat energy. I he

.un is a giant nuclear lurnacr It hx; been blazing
for over 4,000 million ycars. Th c. t-nergy which
reaches our planet as heat and light conies front
Ision explosions inside the snn, Simply stated, u-
sion is the joining of two light nuclei, such as the
nuclei of hydrogen. The two are joined into one
heavier nucleus, such as helium, with sonic parti-
cles and a great deal of heat energy left over. For
ages and ages, fusion energy 1- ow the snn has made
life possible here on Earth,

Experiments to control and use nuclear fusion
have been going on for more than twenty years.
Fusion explosions arc the basis of the Il-bomb, or
hydrogen bomb. Ilowever, controlled fusion is still
experimental today. We have not yet built a fu-
skm-based nuclear power reactor. In 1974, $80
million of government money was set aside for
fusion research and development. I lowever, this
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guarani cd supply of ch ip fuel The pri-
mary fuel for fusion is a form of hydrogen
known as deuterium or heavy hydrogen. We can
easily obtain enough heavy hydrogen front the
ocean waters on our planet to last us hundreds
of millions of years. And the cost to isolate this
plentiful fuel from water may be smaller than
the cost to obtain fossil fuels or uranium.

2, Much less danger than nuclear fission In case
of an accident in the reactor, fusion reactions

immediately. There is no danger of nuclear
explosion% as there is in a fission reactor. Radio-
active materials are produced in fusion reactors.
But the amount of radioactive waste from
fusion is very small compared to the wastes
from fis i.

FISSION

Fission Fragments and Neutrons

0
Nilanon I U235

Helium (He4)

FUSION Deuteron + Deuteron (H2) + (H2
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The hnical Problems

make Imam po5vel /I ic., N.Vc must
v mit t111 11.-111(m.vItg!

all quantity of lusion I ue about
million degrees C. At low temperatures,

t Ilse. I Icctrical forc s between the
p(I'dI IVCIV charged nuclei tend to keep the
ritu. But at very high temperature,;, t

IflRICI have ehoUgh energy tO ovetcOme the
electric; -s and to crash together and fuse.

Keep the fuel hot long enough for many fusion

Schematic diagram of a thermonuclear reactor. The hot
plasma is held in place o ontained" by the magnetic field
of the coils and the thermonuclear reactions take place in
the hot plasma. In an actual reactor the energy generated in
the thermonuclear reactions would be carried away by a
coolant much as is done in a fission reactor, or possibly in
the same coils that prodi.7.:. the containing fielrL

rca n5 to take place. 1 hen the energy rc-
Icas«l iii ihe fusion reactions will be much
greater than the cneigy needed to heat the hid:

he hot mel must ako ho iNolo away how the
walls a the leaetor since the walls would melt
and vaporize at such high lcmperaturcs.

3. Convert the energy released by tusut n into
electricity.

Scientists are nesently working on steps l

And 2. They have found several ways of heating the
fuel and confining it long enough for fusion to take
place.

Electrical
Generator

-----
High Temperature

Plasma

Containing Coils

The Magneiic Bottles At very high tempera-
tures, the hot gas fuel becomes a plasma, a gas of
electrically charged particles. The plasma is made
up of the nuclei and the electrons of the original
fuel matter. Scientists use a doughnut-shaped
magnetic bottle" to keep the hot plasma away
from the walls of the reactor. The "magnetic
bottle" is really a strong magnetic field which
makes charged nuclei follow a curved path along
the magnetic lines of force. So far the energy
needed to create the magnetic field and heat the
plasma is greater than the energy released by fusion
in the "magnetic bottle."

Laser Fusion In another scheme, a pellet of
fusion fuel is dropped into a vacuum chamber. It is
bombarded with laser beams which heat and com-
press the fuel, creating a very small nuclear fusion
?x plosion. Hundreds of these explosions are
needed to make fusion power useful.

Difficult technical problems remain to be
solved before fusion can ever produce electricity.
However, scientists do feel that if enough money is
spent for research, fusion reactors would be avail-
able for commercial power production by the year
2000.
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i \Uhl ingh lin the :Or, or see a
ntw, volcano pour forth ;lien lava, they

reit I ty nething. I I ii iii side (it he Earth is hot
abut! dt the licr. I he heat energy inIsidC
the is called t hrrmal energy, Many
seien i believe the heat is produced by the d,.cav

!inactive materials in the Earth's interior. In
most places, th heat spreads out ;Is it flows to the
Earth's surface and is barely noticeable. Mit in
some places, such as volcanic regions, the hoat is
concentrated. Temperatures of 3000C, to 600k
may exist only 1,000 meters below the Earth's stir-
fat e.

Naturally, people haAe asked, ''Why not make
use of the heat energy inside the Earth?" Some
people already have. In Reykjavik, Iceland, people
have been heating their homes for twenty-five

rs with natural hor water piped from an under-
ground source. A geothermal steamfield plant in
Larderello, Italy, has been providing electricity to
run Italy's railroads since 1904. In Kenya in Africa,
geothermal energy hatches chickens.

so tar, f-tar nati only geothermal power
plant is in the geyser area north of San Francisco,
CaliforMa. lIere, hot reeks beneath the Earth's sur-
face turn water Irom an underground lake into
steam. -Mc steam rises through natural openings in
the Earth. The steam is pumped to a power plant
and used to generate electricity rhc city of San
Francisco eighty-five miles away.

The sourLe of the heat in all cases is molten
rock. However, the way the heat gets to the surtaee
to be used depends on the geological conditions of
the area. There are three types of geothermal
sources:

1. "Dry- steam from underground reservoirs that
springs up from its owu .pressure Geysers of
natural steam, however, are very rare.

2. Hot water and steam from underground that
must bc tapped by wells This is the source pres-
ently used by most geothermal power plants.
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MER
once a well is drilled, the steam is forced ro the
surface by natural pressures. Electric power
from geothermal plants is competitive in price
with power from fossil-fuel plants. Unfortu-
nately, there are not many natural underground
rew: ,,irs of steam and hot water.

3. Dry liar reek which is used to heat water The
wa ter is pumped down from the surfac,.:
through a hole drilled by an oil rig. The water
pressure cracks the rock; the water is heated
and percolates up a second hole. Of all three
sources, this one offers the greatest possibility.
There are at least a thousand hot rock beds in
the Western states and some in Pennsylvania
and upstate New York, But so far, this method
has not been tried,

In 1974, the United States set aside almost
$45 million for geothermal research and develop-
ment. By March, 1974, a large number of appli-
cations-2,456 to be exacthad reached the federal
Department of the Interior. Each of these applica-
tions contains somebody's plan to explore federal
lands for geothermal energy. Do you think geo-
thermal energy might he a big energy source in the
future?

Tapping geothermal ener-- presents some
pr thlems:

1. The hot water and steam often conu in salts and
other minerals that clog and corrode the well
shafts and the machinery of the power plants.
Since many of these minerals are harmful, they
must not be allowed to enter the atmosphere or
nearby waterways.

2. No one knows how ground water supplies are
affected by withdrawing hot water from under-
ground reservoirs.

3. injecting water into hot rock beds may cause
shifts in the Earth's crust.



Spaceag9 Windmills

Can we put winds to use to help produce elec-
tricity? (.an we store the energy produced during
periods of strong winds for times when the wind
dies down but the energy is still needed?

The answer to both questions is yes. The
power of the wind is enormous. It is a clean source
of energy. It is constantly renewed as the sun's
energy warms up the atmosphere. However, we
must consider how much wind power we would
want to use. Suppose we suddenly wanted all the
electricity for the United States to be produced by
windmills. It would require windmills 300 feet high
and a mile or two apart across the whole country.
Would this be practical?

In the small nation of Denmark, w ndmills are
a practical way of producing electricity. Coal and
oil are scarce there and water power is in limited
supply. Also, Denmark's strongest winds occur in
the winter, when electrical heating demands are
greatest. Even back in 1915, Denmark had 3,000
windmills in operation.

Wind can produce electricity rather easily.
The wind pressure against the windmill's vanes or
propellers produces a rotary motion. The propel-
lers spin a shaft which turns the coils of a gener-
ator, thus producing electricity. When wind speeds
increase, wind pressure increases too and more
electric power can be produced. The problem arises
when the wind dies down. Then the generators
stop. If power is needed on a small scale, Aectrical
energy can be stored in batteries and the batteries
can supply power on windless days. In the United
States, thousands of windmill generators are used
to light farms and charge batteries in areas where
electric utilities do not supply electric power.

iir
The use of wind generators as a major source

of electric power is not likely in his country. Huge
windmill generators are expensive to build. Also, a
convenient method would have to be found to
store energy on a large scale. Electric power from
wind generators could be used to produce hydro-
gen gas from water. The hydrogen gas could be
stored and used for fuel when needed. However,
the use of hydrogen would recjaire changes in pre-
sent technology. (See the articles on fuel cells and
the hydrogen economy.)

But in certain areas of the United States
where winds are strong and stef,cly, wind power
seems to be the best source of energy. Would the
arca around your home or school be a good site for
a windmill generator? High mountain regions are
good because of their openness to strong, steady,
and prevailing winds, The shape of the mountain,
however, can sometimes slow down the flow of the
wind.

I n 1 9 73, the United States government
launched a five-year program to develop new wind-
mills for use in certain rural localities. For ex-
ample, an experimental windmill might soon
produce electric power for a few families in rural
Ohio. This windmill has blades of steel or Dacron.
It can provide power at an even rate as long as the
wind is above 18 miles per hour. As the speed of
the wind changes, self-adjusting hinges change the
position of the blades to keep the blades rotating
at a constant speed.

Other nations of the world are seriously inves-
tigating the windmill's possibilities too. Thek are
Russia, Britain, France, Spain, Israel, Egypt, India,
some African nations, and Argentina.

Hydrogen

Storage

WIND GENERATOR

3 0
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Garbage Power

A man named Harold Bates, who lives in

Devonshire, England, nms his 1953 automobile on
chicken and pig droppings. Many of the people of
India use pails and shovels to collect cow dung
from the streets. They use it to heat their homes
and to cook their meals. Some of the cities in

rope and the United States arc turning their gar-
bage into heat and electricity.

Can waste materials help to ease us out of the
energy pinch? To answer this question we must
know these things:

Which waste ---a erials can we conv1Tt int- use-
ful energy?

2. What technology do we need to convcrt garbage
into 'garbage power?"

3. I low much energy can we get by converting the
usable wastes?

4. How much will wc have to pay for_

power?

Which Materials Can We Use?

Every year, the United States produces three
billion tons of garbage. This amount does not
include either sewage wastes or the wastes from
industry. Garbage removal alone costs us $3 billion
a year. There are otlier costs, too, such as removing
solid wastes from sewage so we can clean up the
water. We spend waste disposal money on inciner-
ators, landfills, and even on filthy open dumps.
Sadly, what we often get for our money is pollu-
tion, caused by the burning, burying, or dumping
of our wastes.

Three

3

.0

Billion Tons A Year
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Urban Wastes: About evenly
divided between solid
wastes collecnd by gar-
bage trucks and human
organic wastes in sewag2.

Agricultural Wastv: Animal
manure (2 bilcion tons)
and other farm astes and
rural residential vastes.

Can we put our waste disposal money to
bettei usc and help to fight pollution as well? Onc
speaker for garbage-power has said that the wastes

om a family of five, plus an animal or two, plus
all the household garbage, could bc converted into
85,000 Btu's every dayenough to supi.ly the
whole family's needs for household fuel!

Wastes might appear to be a cheap source of
power, a source which is continually rene %fed. The
daily garbage of our cities and towns, and the or-
ganic wastes from animal feedlots, food processing
plants, and municipal sewage are available in great
quantities. We have the technology to convert
these wastes into useful power. However, collect-
ing, transporting, and sorting solid wastes is expen-
sive. Presently these high costs limit the use of
garbage for power production.

Conversion Technology

Anaerobic Digestion Methane gas is the chief
ingredient in natural gas. Did you know that meth-
ane gas is percolating beneath many of our sanitary
landfills? This gas is produced as bacteria decom-
pose organic wastes buried in the soil. The process
is called anaerobic digestion (digestion in the
absence of oxygen). Some people have suggested
that we tap and use methane for fuel by drilling
wells into a landfill and then pumping out the gas.

In a landfill, anaerobic digestion is an act of
nature. We know how to imitate that act. We can
use anaerobic digestion to turn our sewage wastes
and the animal manure from our big farms into
methane gas. To do so requires a series of big stor-
age tanks and a network ( pipes. After the organic
wastes have decomposed, the methane gas can be
pumped out and used,

Methanol Methane gas is a substitute for
natural gas. Also, it can be converted into a sub-
stitute for gasoline, called methanol. Actual road
tests have proved that a mixture of methanol and
gasoline can give better mileage, cause less air pol-
lution, and be less expensive to use than gasoline
alone. Can you understand now how Harold Bates
fuels his automobile?



lroii incineration 10 electric power For
many years European citICS have used the heat
from burning garbage to run furnacc. Steam
power from the boilers is then converted to electric
power. In North America, only a tel., small incin-
erator-to-electric systems arc now operating. Rut
by mid-I 9 /7, the St. Louis area plans to become

the first region in the United States to use all ot its
solid wastes generate electricity. Under the plan,
glass and metals will be separated from the garbage.
The remaining waste will he shredded, mixed with
coal, and then used as a fuel for electric-power
generation.

GARBAGE POWER

Electricity

Garbage in

Turbine

Crane oust
Pickup

cruhbers
Compaction

Trailer

Ash Hopper

Refuse Storagu

Fo rc -Gr

Scrubber
Recirculation
Tank

Incineration, either for garbage disposal or for
energy use, is controlled in the United States by
the Clean Air Act of 1970. Since it is possible to
iAcinerate waste without polluting the air, we may
someday see much of our garbage recycled into
electric power. Conversion of municipal garbage
into electric power could provide up to 3 percent
of our tord energy demand.

Pyrolysis In this process, organic wastes of
all kinds including plastics are "cooked" or

oasted" at very high temperatures in the absence
of oxygen. Without oxygen the wastes decompose
but do not burn. Oils, gases, char, and water are
produced. The oils and gases can be used for fuel.
The char is a possible coal substitute. It can also be
used to make filters or fertilizer.

Recover, Recycle, Reuse

Our garbage can really work fcr us, and in
ways that help us preserve the enviro lment. Let's
consider the example of a typical city's daily gar-
bage. It is a huge amount, in tens or hundreds of
tons. Almost half of it is paper. The citizens of the
city could help by separating their paper wastes
from the rest of the garbage before everything is
collected.

att.
Ash _ DipoaI

The garbage can then be, put to good use.
Some wastes can be recycled and reused. Others
can be turned into the fuel substitutes we want
substitutes for natural gas, gasoline, coal, or fuel
oil. Here are the steps we can take:

I. Remove large metal objects (such as washing
machines) and some paper wastes from the gar-
bage. Recycle the metals and the paper.

Shred the rest to reducc the volume of thc gar-
bage.

love organic wastes and process them by
anaerobic digestion into fuel and fertilizer.

4. Remove small metal pieces by magnets. ReL tie
the metals.

5. Remove glass. Recycle the glass or use it in con-
struction and road building.

6. Recycle the rest (about 20 percent of the orig-
inal volume of the garbage) into the desired
fuel-substitute by pyrolysis. The products of
pyrolysis can be varied at will by changing con-
ditions such as thc timing and the temperature.
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Directly From The Sim To You

You know that the sun is the s,wrce of all
. envrgy on Earth. Energy from the sun provides us

with the foods we eat. Stored solar energy has pro-
vided us with the fossil fuels we use. Now, plans to
use the sun's energy as a direct source of fuel are
being developed. of thv new plans for solar-

501M
Lisc ar

"entral power stations or "solar farms" The
sun's heat can be collected on deserts, perhaps,
or even in the seas and then converted into
electriciti'. The electricity can then be sold to
homes and industries.

2. On-site collection of the sun's heat and con-
version of heat to electricity Tested conversion
systems already provide space heating and hot
water (and someday perhaps air conditioning
and cooking too) on a direct sun-to-house basis.
Once installed, a solar energy system can supply
almost free fuel, Also, the user can worry less
about blackouts, power failures, or the r sing
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cost of fossil-powered electricity.

3. Conversion of solar energy to electricity in
space Satellite power stations could beam elec-
tricity down to the Earth at microwave frequen-
cies. By orbiting the satellites above the Earth's
weather conditions, a constant energy source
would be guaranteed. However, there is some



A TYPICAL SOLARENERGY COLLECTING PANEL

danger that this plan, which is still a theory,
might be harmful. We need to know haw our
environment might be -ffected in the lor.g run
by satellite-beamed microwaves from space.

Solar Energy: The Current Scene

The federal government allocate( $12 million
for solar energy research and developr lent in 1974.
This was the largest amount of feicial money ever
put to solar energy use, although it may seem small
in contrast, for example, to the $400 million set
aside for nuclear fission re earch in 1974.

New solar energy projects are rising up all
over the country today. By 1974, twenty-five solar
powered houses were in operation. These were
either privately built or built by universities. As
early as 1938, workers with the Massachusetts
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Institute of Technology had built the first solar
house. They knew that the sun radiates an average
of 1000 watts of energy daily on each square meter
of earth, and they made use of that energy. Do vou
know how it can be done?

1. First, a black metal plate is heated by the
sun. When the plate is hot, it is covered with
glass. The glass cover does two things. It traps in
the heat (specifically, the infra-red rays) and it

allows the sunshine to heat the plate even more.

2. Second, the trapped energy must go into use-
ful channels. Usually a fluideither air or water
is pumped in to carry the heat away to where
it can be used.

3. Then, the heat which has been car ied off
and stored can be used to boil the water which
produces the steam that runs a generator!
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They Aren't Science Ficticn!
A Look At Two Solar Enprny P:ojects

The Delaware Project

In a house at the University of Delaware, roof
panelssimilar to the typical solar collectors which
arc illustrated collect heat. But something new has
been added to this solar experiment, which scien-
tists are calling the most technically advanced solar

projeL ever seen. The panels contain cadmium sul-
fide scIlar c,t'lls that turn part of the solar energy
directly into electricity. Behind the panels, air is
kept cii.culating. It keeps the cells from overheating
and carries off the excess heat to the basement for
storage, and then is used as described above.

Photons Are Energy-Carriers

A solar cell uses certain semiconductor mate-
rials, such as silicone, which will absorb light and
generate electricity directly, without an inter-
mediate heat stage. The diagram shows you what a
solar cell is composed of. In addition to their use
on the house at the University of Delaware, solar
cells are pto use in space technology.
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SCHEMATIC DESIGN OF SOLAR POWER PLANT loot drown to scow

Warm Water Intake Pipe
One-half Mile

Boiler Modules

Engine Module
4

Condenser Module
_

70c

The Floating Power Station Plan

5°C

,

Cold Water Intake Pipe

4

Although it is still in the planning stages, ideas
are being shared and costs are being considered
now for putting power plantsrun by solar energy
into the ocean. Someday you may be using "solar
sea power" to heat and light your home! Here is a
simplified version of the plan:

The floating power station could be anchored in

6

a warm ocean current off a coastline, flanging
beneath the power station would be a pipe ap-
proximately 35 feet in diameter and reaching a
depth of a half-mile. Surface water which has
been warmed by the sun is piped into an evapor-
ator. A vacuum produced in the evaporator
makes the water boil. The steam is directed to a
generator and then condenses the steam back to
water. The water is returned to the evaporator,

and the cycle repeats itself.
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Most of the schemes to tap new energy
sources include converting the energy into electric
power. Wind energy, solar energy, nuclear energy,
and geothermal energy could all be used to gen-
erate electricity at large central power stations. For
environmental or other reasons, these power sta-
tions would probably be built far from population
centers. Underground transmission lines would
carry power to distant consumers.

But is tVs the most_efficient way of distri-
buting and using energy? Should c: be moving
toward an -all-electric- economy?

Nuclear
Power
Station

Some people th'nk that a synthetic fuel
would be cheaper to deliver and easier to use than
electricity. The best candidate for this synthetic
fuel is hydrogen. At the central power station, elec-
tric power could be used to break down water into
hydrogen and oxygen. This process is called elec-
trolysis. The hydrogen could then be transported
to the point of use by pipeline (the way natural gas
is transported now). There it could be burned as a
fuel or used to operate a fuel cell for electric
power.

Local Power Stations

Electrolysis
Process

Liquid
Hydrogen
Storage

j« 4

A PROJECTED PLAN
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Transm ission
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This scheme known as the hydrogen cc
onlv, solves several problems at once. First, it
solves the storage problem, Electric power must bc
used at the rate it is produced. It cannot he stored.
But hydrogen ean be stored underground or lique-
fied and stored in tanks for times when power
demands are greatest. During times of less demand,

excess power produced at the power station
can be used to increase the supply of stored hydro-
gen,

The hydrogen economy also provides a

cheaper, more efficient way of transporting power
from the, central power station. Gas pipelines arc
the cheapest way to transmit energy.

Finally, a large supply of cheap hydrogen is
very desirable. Pure hydrogen is a clean, nonpollut-
ing fuel. Its only combustion product is water!
Home furnaces and industrial equipment can be
converted to run on this clean-burning fuel rather
than on fossil fuels. Cars can also run on hydrogen.
An engine fueled on hydrogen can deliver as much

You have already learned how the chemical
energy in fuels is converted to electrical energy at a
power plant. First the fuels are burned to produce
heat. Then the heat energy is converted to mechan-
ical energy and finally to electricity. The entire
process is only 40 percent efficient.

A fuel cell can do the same jobbut much
more efficiently! It converts the chemical energy in
fuels directly into electrical energy. For this reason
it is called an ekctrochemical device. These devices
are being designed to run on many types of fuel,
but the basic fuel cell runs on hydrogen and oxy-
gen. A hydrogen/oxygen fuel cell is almost 100
percent efficient.

How It Works

A fuel cell works in much the same way as an
ordinary dry cell or storage battery. It has two
electrodes joined by an electrolyte, a substance

twer as a gasol inc-tiicled engine. AIU it will burn
more elea nlv producinit, i er and only small
amounts ot nitrogen oxides.

.rogcn may also I Ic used to generate elec-

tricity at local power si:niOnS, purC hydrogen
readily available, fucEcell generators become much
more attractive. As described below, fuel cells arc
very efficient and can bc built to supply electric
power to individual homes, to commercial build-
ings, or to a large city.

Critics of the hydrogen economy say that
hydrogen is too dangerous to use in the ways des-
cribed above. Hydrogen gas is highly explosive, and
only a small spark of static electricity provides
enough energy to start a hydrogen fire. But indus-
try has found ways to handle hydrogen quite safe-
ly. If safety measures can be found and fossil-fuel
prices continue to rise, we may very well switch to
hydrogen as our basic fuel. Then the world would
be a far cleaner place to live in than it is today,

1THE [BE EE

which conducts electricity. A chemical reaction in
the cell produces an electric current in an external
circuit. But unlike a .storage battery, fuel cells do
not contain stored chemical energy, instead, a fuel

gas such as hydrogen is supplied to one electrode;
air or oxygen is supplied to the other. In the cell,
the hydrogen and oxygen combine r0 forrn water
and release electrical energy in the process. As long
as the fuel gases are fed to the electrodes, the fuel
cell continues to operate.

The Advantages

Fuel cells can provide a clean, safe, conve-
nient way ot generating electricity. Because of
their greater efficiency, they require less fuel to
produce an equal amount of electricity than do
conventional or nuclear power plants. They do not
burn fuels, so they produce no air pollutants. And
since they have no moving parts, they make no
noise and are free of vibrations,
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One hig a . tiel Lells is rlicii hex
hiliry TIwy can bc !mill in largo or -dual! nuns
depending on how much power is needed. A single
cell produces only a small current. Bur many,
many cells connected in series might produce
enough power for ui entire ci

Fuel Cell Appliaitions

In 1959, the first practical fueL cell was de-
veloped. It could power a forklift truck, a circular
saw, or a welding device. NASA used hydrogen/
oxygen fuel cells in the Gemini and Apollo mis-
sions because they were light in weight and took
up very little space. The fuel cells were a source of
electric power and of water. An experimental car
using a combination of hydrogen/air fuel cells and
ordinary storage batteries was built to go 200 miles
without being refueled. It had a maximum speed of
50 miles per hour.

Hydrogen --lbw-

A FUEL CELL

Many develop new fuciccli
nol niivy waterway, lii onc project, coal is
used to ton a fuel-cell power plant. 'Flue coal is
gasified to produce hydrogen which is then used to
operate hydrogen/air fuel cells. Since this power
system is 60 percent efficient, a produces one and
one-half times more electrical energy from each
ton of coal than a conventional plant produces

The TARGET project is designing fuel-cell
units to power individual homes. These units run
on natural gas and air. They arc only 45 percent
efficient, but they avoid power losses from elec-
trical transmission lines since electric power is pro-
duced right in the home.

Fuel-cell technology is still in its infmcy. But
one day, it may provide us with a clean, efficient,
inexpensive way of generating electric power.

0_
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